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Abstract

The �input� pre�x operation of the ��calculus expresses global synchronization �blocking� of the
pre�xed process� We show how to implement synchronization in a completely distributed manner�
by using bidirectional atomic communication and the principle of provision �data�dependency�based
synchronization��
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� Introduction

The ��calculus �Milner et al�� ����� is one of the most eminent tools for the theoretical study of concurrent
processes	 Its popularity is due to the parsimony of its basic constructs� which nevertheless provide a
rich enough setting that can capture many computational phenomena	

There is some recent research concerned with the question if all ��calculus constructs are really nec�
essary� or can some of them be translated to other constructs	 Milner ����
b� showed how to model
polyadic �n�ary� communication using only monadic communication	 Honda and Tokoro ������ ex�
pressed output pre�x using only output atoms �the zipper construction�� which grew into a study of an
asynchronous variant of the ��calculus� called the ��calculus	 Nestmann and Pierce ������ researched
two implementations of input�guarded choice in a choice�free fragment� and Nestmann ����� studied
also output�guarded and mixed�guarded choice	 Parrow ����� showed how to encode the ��calculus
with replication �but no choice� into a fragment where only sequences of at most three blocking pre�xes
�������� are allowed	 Honda and Yoshida �����a�b� exhibited a combinatory �name�free� representation
of the ��calculus	

These studies are important for several reasons�

� They explore the expressive power of the various fragments of the ��calculus	 Palamidessi �����
proved one of the few negative results in this area� namely that � without choice cannot capture �
with mixed�guarded choice	

� They further our understanding of the ��calculus� by exposing �ner computational structure that
the �aggregate� operators may have left implicit� by suggesting which of its constructs should be
primitive and which may be taken as derived� and by exploring tradeo�s in the choice of primitive
constructs	

� They make eventual implementation easier� by minimizing the required kernel language �e�g� the
encoding of choice in Nestmann and Pierce ������ is directly inspired by an implementation in the
Pict language�	

This work continues the trend by showing how to implement the synchronization embodied by �block�
ing� pre�x in a completely distributed manner	 It takes a modi�ed version of the polyadic ��calculus
that allows bidirectional communication ��bc�� and embeds it faithfully into its fragment that only has
input�output atoms� but not pre�xes	
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� The ��calculus with Bidirectional Communication

We consider a version of the polyadic ��calculus �Milner� ���
b� that we call �bc �� with bidirectional
communication� and which has the following modi�cations�

� We study only the �nite fragment �no choice nor replication�	 We do not need them for our
construction� and we believe that our results also hold for the full version	 The omission of choice
and replication simpli�es the exposition	

� We allow non�blocking pre�xes �which can also be considered as input�output atoms�	 The ��
calculus already can express output atoms� but we require a special treatment of input atoms� in
order to disentangle the issues of scope and synchronization �see x�	��	

� We allow atomic bidirectional communication� i�e� mixed input�output pre�xes	

Lowercase letters and their subscripted variants denote any of countably many of channel names	
Uppercase letters denote processes that are de�ned inductively as follows�

Zero � is the empty �do�nothing� process	

Parallel composition P�Q behaves as both P and Q� with possible interaction between the two	

Blocking Pre�x ay�x� � � �ynxn�P �where yi is � for output and � for input�� outputs some names
through a� simultaneously and atomically inputs some names from a� binds these names into P �
then proceeds like P where the placeholders are replaced with the received values	

Non�blocking Pre�x Similarly� �ay�x� � � �ynxn� P � inputs�outputs names and binds the inputs in P �
but it does not block P except for those parts of P that actually use names bound by inputs �see
Provision below�	

Hiding �Restriction� �a�P is just like P � but the channel a is hidden� no values can be sent�received
over that channel by other processes	 The scope of the restriction extends to the next comma� or
we may show it explicitly like so� �a��P�Q�	

Notation We denote pre�xes ay�x� � � �ynxn as ay�x� or simply as �� ��� etc	 We say that a is in subject
position and xi are in object position	 �P stands for either ��P or �� P 	 Both ��� and �� � are abbreviated
as � �communication atom�	 a��v� denotes �v�a�v	 a��v denotes a�v� � � ��vn and a��x denotes a�x� � � ��xn	

Names The names occurring in a process are classi�ed as free or bound� n�P � � fn�P � � bn�P � �here
� denotes disjoint union�	 For bound names� we assume that ��renaming is used freely so as to satisfy
the disjointness provisions embodied in the use of � below

fn��� � bn��� � ��

fn�P�Q� � fn�P � � fn�Q�� bn�P�Q� � bn�P � � bn�Q�

where fn�P � � bn�Q� � bn�P � � fn�Q� � ��

fn�c��v��xP � � fc��vg � fn�P �� bn�c��v��xP � � f�xg� bn�P ��

fn��c�P � � fn�P �nfcg� bn��c�P � � fcg� bn�P ��

��� Confounded Scope and Over�Synchronization in �

The input pre�x a�x�P of the ��calculus is overloaded with two roles�

� To pass the received value to P 	 For this it is important to delineate the scope of the name x
bound by the pre�x	

�Instead of the traditional notation� we use this Occam�like notation� mainly because it is more lucid in email and in
the typescript�
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� To synchronize �block� the process P � so that no reduction can happen �neither inside P � nor
between P and another process� before the pre�x is reduced	

The scope of the value is confounded with the scope of synchronization	 This makes it seemingly
impossible to express the following simple idea in � without choice�� a�x� b�y� x�y	 Here two names
x and y are received from a and b independently and then one of them is sent on the other	 Naturally�
x�y should wait until both of a�x and b�y reduce� but in the ��calculus we are also forced to impose an
arti�cial ordering on the latter two� either a�x�b�y�x�y� or b�y�a�x�x�y	 The reason is that � scopes must
either be properly nested� or disjoint	 Thus we cannot have a scope where both x and y are de�ned�
unless their binders are nested	 This leads to unnecessary synchronizations and decreases the inherent
parallelism of a computation	

We therefore untie the value scope of a pre�x from its synchronization scope�� by allowing an input
atom to commute freely with another atom	 However� we retain some measure of synchronization�
embodied in the principle of Provision	

De�nition ����� �Provision� �Parrow� ����� A pre	x � containing a name y � fn��� �in subject or
output object position� is provisioned by a pre	x �� � ay�x�yy�z having y in input object position� � cannot
reduce until �� is reduced and y is instantiated�

Provision is implicit in the ��calculus because an input pre�x blocks the entirety of its scope	 We argue
that provision is a natural principle� because it captures the natural causal dependencies between pre�xes�
and it corresponds to data�dependency and demand�driven architectures	 It provides blocking of �ner
granularity than the explicit� aggregate blocking of �	 This work shows that we can express aggregate
blocking exactly by only using provision�based blocking	

The lack of �ner synchronization mechanisms� has led to somewhat gratuitous use of blocking	 For
example� in the construction of Honda and Tokoro �������

z��x�x���P ��� �w�z�w�w�v���v��x�� w�v���v��x�� P �

z��y�y���Q ��� �v��v
�
��z�w

���w��v��� v
�
��y���w

��v��� v
�
��y��Q��

one can count at least � unnecessary blocks that we denote as a dependency relation below�

w�v� � v��x�� w�v� � v��x�� z�w
� � w��v��� z�w

� � v���y�� v
�
��y� � v���y��

These blocks are already enacted by provision	
In a distributed implementation of �� every synchronization comes with a cost� therefore it is desir�

able to express various constructions by using only the necessary blocks� or �natural� �provision�based�
synchronization	

��� Structural Congruence

A standard way to simplify the presentation of a transition system �see below� for a process calculus is
to introduce structural rules describing equivalence classes of terms �processes� that are essentially the
same� and only di�er in their syntactical presentation	 � is the smallest congruence �with respect to
process constructors� that satis�es the following rules�

�	 P � P �x�y� if x� y �� fn�P � ���renaming�	 We already assumed above that this rule is applied freely
so that all bound names are di�erent �renamed apart� from each other and from the free names	

�	 �� P � P �P�Q� Q�P � �P�Q�� R� P� �Q�R�� the parallel constructor is symmetric and associative�
and � is its neutral element	

�And from a �true concurrency� viewpoint� a�b� b�a is not the same and �inferior� to a� b anyway�
�Milner �	

�a� has considered such distributed scopes in the actions of a calculus that he calls the synchronous ��

calculus�
�And� perhaps� the notational simplicity of the dot�
�That implements polyadic prex using monadic prex�







	 �x�� � �� �x��y�P � �y��x�P 	

�	 �x�P�Q � �x��P�Q� if x �� n�Q�� the scope of a restriction can be extended if there�s nothing to
hide	 This and the previous rule imply that Q � �x�Q under the same proviso	 Thus we can push
all hidings to the outside and basically forget about them	 Hidings are important when building a
process� but they don�t have much to do with the dynamics of processes	�

�	 ��� ���� P � � ��� ���� P � unless �� is provisioned by ��	 Also �� P � P� � unless bn��� � fn�P � �� �	

The last rule re�ects the discussion in the previous subsection	

��� Transition System

We present the operational semantics of �bc as a labeled transition system	 The set of labels �actions� �
is

� ��� ay�x j 	

where y�x may contain a mixture of inputs �x� outputs �x� and bound outputs ��x�� and 	 is the internal
�silent� action	

The transition relation P
�
	 Q is the smallest relation generated by the axiom and rules below	

Pre�x ay�xP
ay�x
	 P 	 A pre�x �either blocking or non�blocking� produces a corresponding action	

Struc If P
�
	 Q and P � P �� Q � Q� then P � �

	 Q�	 This incorporates the structural congruence into
the transition relation	

Alpha If P
�
	 Q then P �x�y�

��x�y�
	 Q�x�y� where x �� fn��� and y is a fresh name	 This ��renaming for

transitions makes it possible to always satisfy the proviso of the Par rule below	

Par If P
�
	 Q then P�R

�
	 Q�R� provided that bn��� � fn�R� � �	 Adding a parallel component

does not decrease the possibilities for reduction	 The proviso ensures that a free name of R is not
captured inadvertently by the action	

Res If P
�
	 Q then �x�P

�
	 �x�Q� provided that x �� n���	 Restriction does not decrease the possibilities

for reduction of the inside process	

Scope If P
a	vy�v
	 Q then �v�P

a	
v�y�v
	 �v�Q� provided a �� v �here �v does not have to be the �rst object

of the pre�x� and all occurrences of v are hidden in the action of the conclusion�	 This allows to
deduce reduction of bound outputs	

Comm If P
ay�x
	 P � and Q

a�y�x
	 Q� then P�Q

�
	 ��b��P �� Q��� where

�	 �� � � and �� � �	

�	 If one action �say the one of P 	 P �� has �x then the other may have either �x or ��x� in the
corresponding position	 In the latter case �bound output�� there is a proviso that x �� fn�P ��

and x is hidden in the result� x � �b	

The Pre�x and Comm rules are the essence of �bc	 The other rules extend the transition relation in
various contexts	 It is important to note that transition is not a congruence with respect to blocking
pre�x �does not happen under blocking pre�x�	 Also� communication over a hidden channel �a�ay�x is not

a valid action� but one can deduce two non�hidden communications P
ay�x
	 P � and Q

a�y�x
	 Q�� �summarize�

them using Comm to P�Q
�
	 P �� Q�� and deduce that the same is possible on a hidden channel using

Res� �a��P�Q�
�
	 �a��P �� Q��	

The weak versions of the transition relation are de�ned as
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�

 ���
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�
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�This is not the case if we consider replication� in which case hiding creates new names �at runtime��
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� Distributed Synchronization

In this section we de�ne a translation of a �bc process P to a process JP K in a fragment of �bc that we call
�ds �� with Distributed Synchronization�	 �ds is de�ned as �bc without the Blocking Pre�x construction	

��� The Translation

We de�ne JP K by induction on the structure of P 	 Simultaneously with it we de�ne an auxiliary set
BJP K� the set of blocking points of JP K	 BJP K are private names that will be provisioned if the process
P is pre�xed	 They are used only in the Blocking Pre�x rule below	

We add two auxiliary names to every pre�x �� one that is used to block the pre�x �b�� and another
that is used to unblock any processes that are provisioned by the pre�x �u�	

Zero J�K ��� �� BJ�K ��� �	

Parallel JP�QK ��� JP K� JQK� BJP�QK ��� BJP K� BJQK	

Hiding J�a�P K ��� �a�JP K� BJ�a�P K ��� BJP K	

Blocking Pre�x We assign b and u for a pre�x � according to the type of the �rst object of �	

� If � � a�x�y�x� � � � ynxn then J�K ��� a��b��uy�x	

� If � � a�x�y�x� � � � ynxn then J�K ��� a�u��b�y�x	

J��P K ��� J�K�
Q

c�BJPK�u�c� u��c
���� JP K�� BJ��P K ��� BJ�K ��� fbg�

Here
Q

denotes indexed parallel composition and c� are fresh private names	 JP K is structurally
equivalent to ��c�P � for some P �� and JP K� is obtained from it by unhiding the names �c �JP K� � P ���
so that they can be made input objects of u	

Non�blocking Pre�x J�� P K ��� J�K� JP K� BJ�� P K ��� BJ�K�BJP K	 As an optimization� ��� is consid�
ered a non�blocking pre�x �atom�	

The translation acts homomorphically on all constructors but blocking pre�x	 The opening that JP K�

embodies is the only �non�compositional� aspect of our translation	
For example�

Ja�x�d�yK � a��ba��ua�x� ua�bd� ua��b
�
d�� d�bd�ud�y�

Here the output on a can reduce as soon as there is a matching input	 However� the output on d has to
wait until bd is instantiated	 This can only happen by the communication on ua� which can only happen
after ua is instantiated �which happens when a��ba��u�x reduces��

In general� two complementary pre�xes � and �� cannot communicate until both their blocking points
b and b� are provisioned	 Once this happens� they communicate and transmit the �data� channels y�x as
expected	 In addition� they provision each other�s unblocking channels u and u�	 Now the communications
u�c� u��c�� �and similarly for u�� become possible� and they unblock the subordinated process�es�	

As a more complex example� here is Jz��x�x���P K� the output part of the Honda�Tokoro construction
�see the end of x�	���

�w�z��bz��uz�w�w�uw���bw���v�� uw��bv� � uw���b
�
v��� v��bv��uv��x�� uw��bw�� uw���b

�
w���

w�uw��bw��v�� uw��bv�� uw���b
�
v�
�� v��bv��uv��x��

Q
b�BJPK�uw��b� uw���b���� JP K�

Compare this to the variant with two unnecessary blockings removed �vi�xi are already data�dependent
upon w�vi��

�w�z��bz��uz�w�w�uw���bw���v�� v���bv���uv� �x�� uw��bw�� uw���b�w���
w�uw��bw��v�� v���bv���uv��x��

Q
b�BJPK�uw��b� uw���b���� JP K�

�Therefore we do not allow the input�output of � names� but we can easily recover this ability� by assigning dummy
types to such prexes� e�g� a��� and a����

�



��� Complexity of the Translation

We now prove that the size of our translation is linear with respect to the size of the source process	
Let de�ne the size S�P � of a process as the number of name occurrences� excluding restrictions	 For
example� S��x�a�x� a�y� � �	

Lemma 	���� The number of blocking points of JP K is jBJP Kj � T �P �� where T �P � is the number of
top
level parallel components of P �

Proof Easy after noticing that jBJ��P Kj � �	 �

Theorem 	���� SJP K � S�P � � �P�P �� �T �P � where P�P � is the number of pre	xes�atoms in P �

Proof Induction on the de�nition of JP K	 The homomorphic cases are obvious� because the above
measures are �additive�	 For atom� SJ�K � S��� � � � S��� � �P���� �T ��� �since P��� � T ��� � ��	
For pre�x� SJ��P K � S������� jBJP Kj�SJP K	 By induction hypothesis and the lemma� the RHS equals
S�������T �P ��S�P ���P�P ���T �P � � S���P �����P���P ��� � S���P ���P���P ���T ���P �
�since T ���P � � ��	 �

Corollary 	���	 SJP K 
 S�P �� �

For the case of the �nite ��calculus �no replication� it is trivial to see that a similar claim holds
about the number of reduction steps of JP K� because this number is bound by P�JP K� and thus S�JP K�	
Furthermore� as can be seen from our completeness proof �A	�	��� a re�nement of the claim is also true
for the in�nitary �bc� because �ds reduction takes a syntactically �therefore uniformly� bounded number
of steps to simulate one step of �bc reduction	

��� Correspondence

Fact 	�	�� �Structural Correspondence� P � Q i� JP K � JQK�

Proof Induction on the de�nition of structural equivalence in x�	�	 All cases are trivial� due to the
homomorphic action of our translation on �� parallel composition and hiding	 �

In order to prove the faithfulness of our encoding� we de�ne observational equivalences  and �

that are appropriate for our purposes �implementation of one process by another�	

De�nition 	�	�� �Bisimulation� A binary relation R is a weak simulation if �P�Q� � R and P
�

 P �

implies that there is a Q� such that Q
�

 Q� and �P �� Q�� � R� R is a weak bisimulation if both R and

R�� are weak simulations� Two processes P and Q are weakly bisimilar �denoted P  Q if there is a
weak bisimulation R such that �P�Q� � R�

The study of bisimulations for �bc and �ds is outside the scope of the present paper� and we only
state the following

Fact 	�	�	  is a congruence on processes�

Since our translations introduce two private auxiliary names in the beginning of every pre�x� a
modi�ed version of bisimulation is appropriate	 We de�ne a function �� on actions that throws away
the �rst two names�

�a��b��u�x�y�x� � � � ynxn�� ��� a�x�y�x� � � � ynxn

�a�u��b��x�y�x� � � � ynxn�� ��� a�x�y�x� � � �ynxn

�	 �� ��� 	

and �� is unde�ned if � is not of one of these forms	

�



De�nition 	�	�
 �Bisimulation�up�to�shortening� A binary �asymmetric� relation R is a weak
bisimulation�up�to�shortening if whenever �P�Q� � R

�� If P
�

 P � then there exist Q� and �� such that ��� � � and Q

��


 Q� and �P �� Q�� � R�

� If Q
�

 Q� then there exists a P � such that P

��

 P � and �P �� Q�� � R�

Two processes P and Q are weakly bisimilar�up�to�shortening �denoted P � Q� if there is a weak
bisimulation
up
to
shortening R such that �P�Q� � R�

Note that although shortening throws away information� we can recover it unambiguously up to
��renaming	

Lemma 	�	�� If �� � ��� then � �� ���

Proof If one of � and �� is 	 then the other must also be 	 	 Else the types of the third objects of �
and �� must be the same� because they are the same as the types of the �rst objects of �� and ���	 Then
also the types of the �rst two objects of � and �� must match� because ���� is unde�ned on other labels	
Furthermore� these two objects will be private names� again due to the de�nition of ����	 Thus we can
make them the same in � and �� by ��renaming	 The rest of � and �� match because they are the same
as �� and ��� respectively	 �

Lemma 	�	�� �Compositionality of � etc� Let � ��� ����� and � denote composition of rela

tions� Then

� �  � ����

� � � � ���

� �  � ��
�

� � � � ���

Proof The proofs are similar� so we only do � and �	

�	 Assume that P � Q  R	 Let P
�

 P �	 Then there exist Q� and �� such that ��� � � and Q

��


 Q�

and P � � Q
�	 Furthermore� there exists an R� such that R

��


 R� and Q�  R�	 We can continue
this construction �from �P�Q�R� to �P �� Q�� R��� etc� inde�nitely long	

Conversely� let R
�

 R�	 Then there exists a Q� such that Q

�

 Q� and Q�  R�	 Furthermore� there

exist P � such that P
��

 P � and P � � Q�	 Again� we can continue the construction inde�nitely	

From this the result follows by coinduction	

�	 Assume that P � Q � R	 Let P
�

 P �	 Then there exists a Q� such that Q

��

 Q� and P �

� Q�	

Furthermore� there exist R� and �� such that ��� � �� and R
��


 R� and Q� � R
�	 By Lemma 
	
	�

�� �� �	 We can continue this construction �from �P�Q�R� to �P �� Q�� R��� etc� inde�nitely long	

Conversely� let R
�

 R�	 Then there exists a Q� such that Q

��
 Q� and Q� � R�	 Furthermore�

there exist P � and �� such that ��� � �� and P
��


 P � and P �
� Q�	 Again� �� �� � and we can

continue the construction inde�nitely	 From this the result follows by coinduction	 �

Theorem 	�	� �Operational Correspondence� P � JP K�

Proof We use the soundness and completeness lemmas in Appendix A	 Assume that P � JP K	 Let

P
�

 P �	 By completeness JP K

��


 JP �K where ��� � �	

Now let JP K
�

 P ��	 By soundness there exists a P � such that P ��  JP �K and P

��
 P �	 Now we use
lemma 
	
	�	�	 From this the result follows by coinduction	 �





One may wonder what is the relevance of the above result� since � is an ad�hoc bisimulation	 We
argue that the result is signi�cant� because for example it allows us to prove a result in terms of the
standard bisimulation 	

Theorem 	�	�� �Full Abstraction� P  Q i� JP K  JQK�

Proof

If Let JP K  JQK	 Then P � JP K  JQK � Q� and the result follows by 
	
	�	

Only if Let P  Q	 Then JP K � P  Q � JQK� and the result follows by 
	
	�	 �

� Discussion

I got the idea of implementing blocking pre�x in a fragment without blocking from working on a trans�
lation of the ��calculus into a non�deterministic variant of Interaction Nets	� The idea of having chains
of blocks �and therefore only one block per pre�x and a linear complexity of the translation� transferred
well from IN into the ��calculus setting� however it was not so easy to implement the blocks themselves
in a block�free fragment	

One problem was the separation of control and data	 I got the idea of using polyadic communication
for this purpose from Parrow ������	 This work describes Interaction Diagrams� a graphical notation
for the ��calculus	 It works out traditional ��calculus examples� such as the implementation of the ��
calculus� without using blocking pre�x�	 It also puts forward the idea that provision and an additional
�control� channel may be used to implement blocking	

Unfortunately� the sketch given in Parrow ������ sec	 ��� appears to be incorrect �or correct for only
a limited setting�	 The author proposes to implement a��x�P by adding a control channel b to every
output pre�x d��y appearing in P � and making a��x instantiate these channels when it reduces	 Input
pre�xes d��y also get an auxiliary channel� but it is not �hooked up� to a��x� its purpose only being to
match the control channel of d��y	 This indeed stops internal communications of d��y� but it does not stop
communications with the outside of P 	 Therefore the construction only works if all subjects in P are
private channels	 Nor will it be correct to block all interactions on d� because in a�x��d�y� d�y�� d�z� d�z�
the pre�xes dyy must wait� but dyz may proceed	

��� Why �bc�

I tried to �nd an implementation in the polyadic ��calculus �without bidirectional communication�� but
failed	 The problem is that while one can block an output a�x by using an additional non�provisioned
object �a�bx�� an input a�x is always ready to receive	� Therefore Ja�xK needs to send back any received
messages until it is unblocked� as in the divergent encoding of choice in Nestmann and Pierce ������	��

After Ja�xK is unblocked� it should consume the received message and proceed with unblocking its
subordinated process	 I was not able to express the sequencing needed for this scheme in a block� and
choice�free fragment	 The lock tests in Nestmann and Pierce ������ use blocking pre�x	

��� Limited Blocking

Parrow ����� describes a translation of the ��calculus with replication �but no choice� into a fragment
that allows only processes of a certain simple form �concerts�� ��x�

Q
����������	 Sequences of three

pre�xes are called trios� trios may optionally be replicated in a concert	 The main advantages of this
approach compared to ours is its adherence to the ��calculus �no bidirectional communication is needed�
and the simplicity of the forms �as opposed to the complexity of the translation�	 We see the following
disadvantages�

�To be reported in my dissertation�
	Unless we make the subject a non�provisioned� However� a should be ready to serve as channel for other communications

that are not in the scope of the blocking�
�
We need replication here� because an indenite number of outputs may attempt to send to Ja�xK while it is blocked�

 



� The translation still uses blocking pre�x �though only to a depth of 
�	

� The translation is not homomorphic with respect to neither of parallel composition� � and restric�
tion	 For example� Palamidessi ����� argues against non�uniform translations �ones that introduce
additional machinery in parallel compositions�	

� The translation does not preserve structural congruence	

� A central name server process is used� which is not a realistic assumption for a distributed imple�
mentation	 This also necessitates the use of replication	

If we adopt the idea of limited blocking which is central to the previously mentioned work� we can
implement distributed synchronization in a monadic ��calculus with provision� and using only duos ������

Ja�x�P K ��� b��z��� b��u��� b�z�a��a��� a��x�b�u� JPK� �u�bi�bi�BJPK�

Ja�x�QK ��� b��z��� b��u��� b�z�a��a��� a��x�b�u� JQK� �u�bi�bi�BJQK�

Here �u�bi�bi�BJPK means to equate all blocking points of JP K �being the blocking points of its top�level
pre�xes� to the unblocking point of the pre�x	 �Some optimization is possible for pre�xes that are not
blocked and�or blocking	�

The construction works as follows� until b is instantiated� nothing can reduce� because by are not
provisioned� no communication is yet possible on the private channel a�� and the block of JP K and JQK
�being u� is not provisioned	 After b is provisioned and b�z reduces� the private channel a� and then the
datum x can be communicated	 After that� u can be instantiated� which provisions the subordinated
processes	

Note that this construction does not invalidate the claim in Parrow ����� that duos are not su!�
cient to implement synchronization� because we still use non�blocking input pre�x and the principle of
provision	

��� Combinatory Representation

Our construction can easily be transformed into a combinatory representation for the �nitary ��calculus�
because it �implements out� the synchronization aspect of the pre�x	 As to the value aspect of the
pre�x� we �nd that there is no need to introduce duplication machinery to copy a received name to all
occurrences of the bound variable	 Instead� we �nd it more natural to keep all such occurrences merged�
and to merge them to the received name� as in Interaction Diagrams� ��nets� and our non�deterministic
Interaction Nets	 This will be reported in more detail in my dissertation	

Honda and Yoshida �����a�b� is another combinatory representation of �� but we �nd that it is too
complicated and unnatural	 Their combinators correspond to pre�xes and more complex constructs�
instead of simply names	 They use forwarders instead of merging channel names� which introduces
unnecessary bureaucracy	 They introduce blocking machinery for every combinator in a process� instead
of blocking the process in �layers�� which renders their translation exponential	 Finally� it is not at all
clear how to read back a process from a net of combinators	

��� Future Work

Certain trade�o�s relating to synchronization have emerged	 Please note that bidirectional communica�
tion can be introduced as a derived construct in the ��calculus similarly to polyadic communication� by
following the technique of Honda and Tokoro ������	�� However� this requires sequentialization �block�
ing�	

One can implement distributed synchronization using one of�

� Polyadic �� replication and trios �Parrow� ����	

� Monadic �� provision and duos �sketched above�	

��Which roughly consists of transmitting the names sequentially instead of in parallel�

�



� Bidirectional � and provision �this paper�	

� Combinator�graph systems �Honda and Yoshida� ����a�	

A challenging problem is to �nd a framework that uni�es these approaches and explains the tradeo�s
systematically	

It is also interesting to integrate some of these approaches to synchronization with approaches that
implement away other � constructs� for example the choice encodings of Nestmann �����	 We conjecture
that �bc does not su�er from the inability to break symmetries that make the � calculus unable to capture
mixed�pre�x choice �Palamidessi� ����	

A Proof of Soundness and Completeness

Lemma A���� �Completeness� Let P
�
	 P �� Then there exists a �� such that ��� � � and JP K

��



JP �K�

Proof Induction on the de�nition of P
�
	 P �	

Pre�x The case �� P
�
	 P is easy� J�K� JP K

J�K
	 JP K by Pre�x �or Pre�x and Par if we regard the LHS

as parallel composition�	 J�K� � � by observation	

The case ��P
�
	 P involves silent actions� J�K�

Q
c�BJPK�u�c� u��c

���� JP K�
J�K
	
Q

c�BJPK�u�c� u��c
���� JP K�

�
	

n
JP K��b���b� �� JP K	

Struc Let P � �
	 Q� due to P

�
	 Q and P � Q� P � � Q�	 Let also assume that P � � JP �K	 We have to

prove that Q� � JQ�K� but this follows immediately from 
	
	�	

Alpha Again follows from 
	
	� and the observation that ��x�y� � ���x�y�� implies that � � ���	

Par Follows immediately from the fact that the translation is homomorphic	

Res Same	

Scope Same� with the additional observation that if �a��b��u�vy�v�� � a�vy�v then �a��b��u��v�y�v�� �
a��v�y�v	

Comm Let P�Q
�
	 ��b��P �� Q�� due to P

ay�x
	 P � and Q

a�y�x
	 Q�	 We have to prove JP�QK

�

 J��b��P �� Q��K	

From the induction hypothesis on the premises� JP K
a	
b��uy�x

 JP �K and JQK

a�u	
b��y�x

 JQ�K	�� By an ap�

plication of Comm� JP K� JQK
�

 �b� u��b��JP �K� JQ�K�� from which the claim follows by J��b��P �� Q��K �

J�b� u��b��P �� Q��K� Struc� and the homomorphism of the translation	 �

As usual for implementation encodings� soundness is harder to prove than completeness� because we
cannot limit consideration to single transition steps of the implementing process	 But for our translation�
the proof is relatively easy� because the auxiliary steps are con�uent	

Lemma A���� �Soundness� Let JP K
�

 P ��� Then there exists a P � such that P ��  JP �K and P

��
	 P ��

Proof �Sketch� Induction on the structure of JP K	 The homomorphic cases are trivial� so we are

left with blocking pre�x �refer to x
	��	 The only transition of J��P K is J��P K
J�K
	 P �� where P �� �Q

c�BJPK�u�c� u��c
���� JP K�� because u in �u�c� u��c�� is not yet instantiated� and all parallel components

of JP K� are dependent on c �from which by induction follows that nothing in JP K� can reduce�	 There is

a corresponding transition ���P
��	 P 	

We now have to prove that P ��  JP K	 Obviously P �� 
 JP K� by reduction of the �u�c� u��c���

components	 Furthermore�
u�c
	 and

u	
c��
	 are all the single�step transitions of P �� �JP K� cannot reduce��

and every one can be completed to a 	 transition by using its complementary action	 �

��Or with �u and ��b� swapped� depending on the type of the rst object of the action�

��
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